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Modèle dynamique de condensation dans un tube-

par
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Résumé

La condensation produite dans un tube a été analysée dans le
cadre du développement d'un modèle dynamique de rebouilleur. L'équa-
tion de propagation du vide est obtenue à partir des équations de
conservation, fondées sur les moyennes des sections transversales et
sur un paramètre de distribution. Pour un profil de flux thermique
uniforme, les équations peuvent être linéarisées de façon à donner de
simples fonctions de transfert se présentant sous forme de tracés de
Eode dans les cas typiques.
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DYNAMIC MODEL OF CONDENSATION IN A TUBE

by

P.D. McMorran and E.O. Moeck

ABSTRACT

Co.idensation in a tube has been analyzed as part of

the development of a dynamic model of a reboiler. The void

propagation equation is obtained from the conservation equations,

based on cross-sectional averages and a distribution parameter.

For a uniform heat flux profile, the equations may be linearized

to yield simple transfer functions, shown as Bode plots for a

typical case.
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbol

A

C
o

C
o 2

E

g

h

L

o

Defini tion

tube flow area

distribution function

parameter in C correlation

In rlnr-C
o

acceleration due to gravity

enthalpy

tube length

tube inside perimeter

Units

m2

m. s~2

J.kg-1

m

m

pressure Pa

heat flux from condensing mixture W.m~2

to tube wall, based on inside area

q heat flux profile W.m 2

qi uniform heat flux in condensing W.m~2

section

q2 uniform heat flux in single-phase W.m~2

section

q instantaneous average heat flux W.m

v
-3-
vfg

s Laplace transform variable s~:

S slip ratio

t t ime s

Tj void transit time s

Tj 0 steady-state Ti = T E S

- 2



Symbol Definition Units

u

u .
1

uf

U

V

z

z

local velocity

tube inlet velocity

condensate velocity

void propagation velocity

specific volume

axial co-ordinate

axial co-ordinate of condensinq

m. s l

rn.s-1

m.s- 1

m. s"1

m3 . kg

m

m

- 1

boundary

a local vapour volume fraction

T liquid generation rate kg.m~3.s~1

h indicates deviation from steady-
state

6 heat flux modulation (or

inclination from horizontal)

P density kg.m"3

T condensing time constant s

C q p v,0^1o w fg

T frictional shear stress at wall Paw

$ characteristic function

0 void generation rate s~l

< > cross sectional average



Symbol

Subscript

c

f

fg

condensing

saturated

difference

Definition

boundary

liquid

between s,

Units

o

v

properties

saturated vapour

liquid

steady-state (except C )

vapour
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Heavy water will be produced at the LaPrade Heavy

Water Plant using the G-S process with steam supplied by the

Gentilly-1 nuclear reactor. Since steam from the reactor is

radioactive, reboilers (also called steam transformers or

intermediate steam generators) will be used to condense the

steam and produce inactive secondary steam for the process.

Safety and mechanical design considerations dictate that the

primary steam will be condensed inside the tubes/ contrary to

the practice in feedwater heaters and turbine condensers.

Gentilly-1 is a CANDU-BLW reactor, so the reboilers will be

directly coupled to the core without intervening steam generators.

For this reason, a dynamic simulation was desired to permit

evaluation of the controllability of the reactor-reboiler

combination.

The complete reboiler system is made up of several

components, including surge tanks, subcoolers and the reboiler

itself. The reboiler consists of a horizontal cylindrical shell

in which secondary water is boiled, containing two U-tube

bundles in which primary steam is condensed. For modelling

purposes, the reboiler is divided into three parts; condensation

in. the tubes, heat conduction through the tube wall, and

boiling in the shell. This paper describes the derivation of

a dynamic model of the first of these parts.

The inputs to the condensation model are inlet steam

flow and tube-side power, and the complete model produces

condensate flow and enthalpy, pressure drop and the location of

the condensation boundary. For clarity, the analysis described

here emphasizes the condensation boundary and the axial void

profile, since the other outputs follow readily from these.

The equations developed here are essentially one-dimensional,

with correction terms to describe the difference between radial

void and velocity profiles. The model does not allow for
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reverse flow or for flashing of condensate, so it is limited to

small transients. The transfer functions which are obtained

for highly simplified conditions offer insight into the

fundamental dynamics of the process.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS

To describe transient condensation in the tubes of

the reboiler, a mathematical solution to the conservation

equations (continuity, energy, momentum) governing the behaviour

of the liquid and vapour phases is required. Since this is a

distributed-parameter, fluid-flow system, the resulting partial

differential equations are coupled and non-linear. Considerable

mathematical simplification can be achieved by decoupling the

momentum equation from the other two. This means that the

physical properties of the liquid and vapour phases are

independent of position, as will be shown below.

Following the practice of Zuber and co-workers

[1 to 5] and Hancox and Nicoll [6,7,8], we formulate the

conservation equations in terms of cross-section-averaged

quantities, where < > denotes the operator

dA< > = | f
A JA

The vapour and liquid continuity equations are

v + | v v < r >

at d Z

p + | _ £ j = < r > { 2 )

The energy equation for the mixture is

a <uovhv +(l-a)^h£> + |_<aovuvhv+(l-a)p ! lUj lhJ> = _ ^w
d t d Z A



_ o _

Equation (3) contains the usual ?ssuinp-:ion that ^nergy terms

due to changes in

(i) pressure

(ii) kinetic enercy

(iii) gravitational forces, and

(iv) viscous dissipation

are negligible with respect to the enthalpy terms.

The momentum equation for the mixture is

•it 3 Z o Z

+ g<apv+(l-a) p£> sinG = 0 (4)+ + g<ap v

To solve equations (1) to (4), researchers have

introduced various simplifications and then programmed the

resultant set of equations on a digital computer [1 to 1 0 ] ,

Zuber and Staub [1] have also been able to obtain analytical

solutions for a particularly simple case of a boiling channel

with saturated liquid at the inlet.

3. DERIVATION OF MODEL

In the following derivation, we will adopt most of

the assumptions made by Zuber and Staub [1], as well as Hancox

and Nicoll [7]. to arrive at a model of condensation dynamics.

As in [7], we assume that

(a) at a point, the liquid and vapour velocities

are equal, i.e.

u £ = u v = u (5)

(b) the vapour is always saturated, and its saturation

properties are spatially and temporally invariant,

i.e.

Pv = p = constant (6)

h = h constant (7)
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Fcllowing Zuber and Staub [1], we also assume that

(c) the liquid is always saturated, and its saturation

properties are spatially and temporally invariant,

i.e.

p. = pf = constant (8)

h = hf = constant (9)

Even though assumption (a) equates the local phase

velocities, the cross-section-averaged velocities may be

different because the radial profiles of void and velocity are

not necessarily the same. Following [1] and [7], we also

define a distribution parameter that relates the radial velocity

and void profiles,

c = -1^1- (10)
o <a><u>

After examining experimental data from boiling channels, Hancox

and Nicoll [7] concluded that, at a given pressure and channel

geometry, C is a function of <a>.

Assumptions (b) and (c) have a direct influence on

the liquid generation rate <r>. Since no subcooling or

superheating of either phase is allowed, all heat removal

results in immediate vapour condensation. Consequently, the

energy equation becomes simply

q pw
< r > = JET

fg

Equation (11) could also be obtained, more indirectly, by

algebraic manipulation of equations (1) to (3) and assumptions

(a) to (c) .

Applying the above to the continuity equations (1) and

(2) and adding gives

^_<u> _ "qpwVfg
3z " Ah-

fg
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Equation (12) can be integrated to obtain the axial velocity

d *stribution

z

u = u.(t) - { X ^ J J ^ z (13)

An equation for the void fraction may be obtained from equation

(1) by expanding the <au> term using the distribution parameter

C and by noting that C - C (<a>) .

Then, (1) becomes

|f + u |f = -a (14)

where

/ 3C \
U = (c + a _ £ . j u

\ o da / (15)

fi = a v
 w 1 - aC 1 - --SM ( 1 6 )

Ahfgpg L °^ Df/J

The <> brackets may be dropped from equation (13) onwards if

all quantities are regarded as cross-sectional averages.

Equation (14) is the void propagation equation, solved for some

cases by Zuber and Staub [1,4]. They write equation (14) as

two ordinary differential equations that can be integrated for

certain types of perturbations, thus

(17)

f f = U (18)

The left side of equation (17) is simply the total differential

of a, as "seen" by an observer moving at velocity U. The same

observer would be following a trajectory defined by equation (18)



The resulting model for void distribution in a

reboiler tube consists of equation (13) with equations (14} to

(16). A correlation for C (a) and an input function q(z,t)

are also required. Suitable forms for these are given in the

following section. To complete the model, pressure drop must

be found by integrating the momentum equation (4) to the

condensing boundary, using the void profile and a suitable

wall shear-stress correlation, for example that of Hancox and

Nicoll [11]. Finally, exit subcooling must be found by

analyzing the single-phase heat transfer process from the

condensing boundary to the tube outlet.

4. EMPIRICAL CORRELATIONS

4.1 Distribution Function C
o

Hancox [8] developed a correlation for boiling-water

data over a wide range of pressures, and observed that, except

for near-zero void fractions,

C --• 1 + C (1-a) (19)
o o?

'.'here C is an empirical function of pressure.

By assessing various radial profiles of velocity and void,

Zuber et al. [5] noted that if the void fraction on the channel

axis is higher than that at the wall, C > 1. Conversely,

higher void fractions at the wall than on the channel axis

yield C < 1. The latter holds for boiling channels at low void

fractions, where vapour bubbles agglomerate near the heated

wall. In a condensing channel, we can expect C > 1 at all

void fractions.

correlation for C obtained for steam-water and argon-water

In a later report, Hancox and Nicoll [11] present a

m for C obtainec
o2

mixtures. This function is

C = 0.36 l n [ ^ ) - 0.687 (20)
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where

12 - ~ < 7 0

This correlation is recommended for use with the condensing tube

model.

From the definition of C and slip ratio S, it follows

that

(l-u)C

Thus, the choice of a C correlation directly implies a slip-

ratio correlation. Figure 1 shows equation (21) for a range

of pressures, using equations (19) and (20) to determine C .

4.2 Heat Flux Profile

The heat flux q(z,t) depends on position and time. A

general solution would require a two-dimensional model of heat

transfer through the tube wall. To avoid this, we assume that

q may be separated as follows

q(z,t) = q(z) 6(t) (22)
z

This separation enables the lumped-parameter heat-conduction

model to be interfaced to the distributed-parameter condensing-

channel model.

Lapierre [12] has performed a steady-state calculation

for the nominal conditions of the Gentilly-1 reboilers and

obtained the heat flux profile shown in Fig. 2. This curve

defines q (z) in equation (22). The time function, 6(t), is

then the fractional change in total power, which is an output

from the tube wall conduction model.



LINEARIZED TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

Transfer functions may be obtained analytically from

the void propagation equations if C is assumed independent

o^ a and if the i^at flux is uniform. The following derivation

gives the response of the condensing boundary and exit velocity

to small perturbations in q and u..

It is assumed that:

v
(1) C is constant. (c must be less than —"— )

u o v,.

(2) q (2) is constant in both condensing and single-

phase sections. Its value is q in the condensing

section and q, in the single-phase section. A

step change at the condensing boundary is

required to approximate the actual profile. A

plot of the assumed steady-state profile is

shown in Fig. 3.

(3) Input perturbations are defined by

(23)

and by similar expressions for q (t) and q (t).

It is required that IAq I<<q and IAq <<q . Since
1 1 0 ' 2 2 0

the heat-conduction model gives only one value for heat flux,

q and q_ must be related as follows
1 2

Aq
(24)

Incorporation of the preceding assumptions in equations (13),

(15) and (16) gives

= 1 + .11 - -^-— (1 + —L 1 (25)
u . u.
10 10
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U = C u. ~^~-
o 10 u i Q

(26)

\ o / x ^io
(27:

At steady state the perturbations are zero and

equations (17) and (18) may be divided and integrated directly

from the boundary condition .1=1 at z = 0 to give the steady-state

void profile

a =
-E

1 -
1 - C u. i

o 10

(28)

If the condensing boundary is defined as z then the steady-

state condensing boundary z follows from (28) with a=0,

hence

CO
C u. T

O 1O

= 1 - e-E

(29)

The steady-state exit velocity, u, , is then obtained by

evaluating (25) in steady state at z
CO

Combining z with equations (25) to (21), (17) and

(18) gives the fundamental equations

uio

Au.

u .
1O

o
r zCO

(30.

^ 1 0

(31)
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co
Co \ CO

1 +
Aq/

(32)

Let Ti be the time for a void perturbation to reach z

from the inlet. Then, equation (31) may be integrated from

>.=1 i.t t-Tj to a=0 at t to yield

= T- -r.dt (33)

Equation (33) defines Ti in terms of itself, so care is required

to ensure reasonable results.

The transfer function for z may now be derived.

Equation (32) is a first-order linear differential equation with

time-varying coefficients which may be solved by standard

techniques [13]. Selecting the initial condition z(t-Ti)=0

gives the analytic solution for z (t),
c

CO
T C

^t-T
(t,u)

Au. (p)

-IT.
1O

(34)

= exp d>. (35)

where $(t,|j) is the characteristic function and

y and A are dummy variables. ••

This solution is then differentiated using Leibnitz's rule [14]

for differentiation of a definite integral, to yield a differential

equation for z ,

d / z

Tdt\zdt\z
coy c o

k

u i o

Au,
(36)
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This equation is similar to equation (32) with an added delayed

velocity term. Equation (36) may now be linearized for | Aq | < < ; q ] 0

First, Ti is close to T l o so equation (33) may be differentiated

to give

1 - d — * X + q

Aqj(t) Aq (t-Ti
(37)

l o

Substitutina in equation (36), converting to Az , collecting

terms and using |Aq1|<<q!0 leads to

|Au.(t)
+ C {.

co o L io

e

1 0

Aq,(t) _E Aq,(t-T10)
(38)

This step must be dene very carefully to avoid losing significant

information. Finally, to obtain a linear equation, Au.(t-Tx)

must be approximated by Au.(t-Tio)• Taylor series expansion

shows that this is valid if

dAu.
I

dt Tio
Au± (39)

which is equivalent to an upper frequency limit of rad.s~l

for u. disturbances. For velocity fluctuations of higher

frequency, the influence of the heat flux disturbance on the

transit time will lead to significant errors. The replacement

of Ti by Tio is justified in this particular case since the

transfer function is defined as the response to the inputs

excited individually. This frequency constraint then defines

the conditions under which the transfer function is a valid model.

After making this approximation, we may Laplace-

transform equation (38) to give
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P.z (s) -E -TioS/Au. (s) Aq, (s)\
r 1-e e ' i : (40]z C T S + 1 \ u.

CO O \ 1O

where s is the complex variable. The steady-state gain of

equation (40) is

— (1- ~E) = 1
o

While this transfer function is limited to small Aq,, and low-

frequency Au., it is valid for any magnitude of Au.. Transfer

functions of this type are also obtained for heat exchangers

[15], for which E is usually written as l °.

3oth Zuber [1] and Hancox [6] have given analytic

solutions for boiling under assumptions similar to those used

here. Their method, which involves the use of a sinusoidal

input, may be applied to condensation and a transfer function

can be extracted from the result. However, the transfer

function obtained differs significantly from that given above

because their method ignores completely the effect of Aq1 on

the void transit time Ti. In contrast, the method used here

retains this effect in linearized form. Schoenberg [16] has

analyzed the frequency response of z for a mercury condenser.

His analysis included the heat transfer dynamics, but omitted

the time delay Tio, so rational transfer functions were obtained.

The transfer function for uf is obtained from equation

(30), with z=z . Subtracting the steady-state value, replacing

u i o b y u f o ' a n d u s i n 9 ! Ac3i ! <<C3 i o , y i e l d s

r Au •
=C~ r u~^ "o L io

Aq Az
JM c C

uc r-C u. o q o z
fo o L io ^J o co _

(41)

in which /.z is given by equation (40) . At steady state this

becomes
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Aû _ Au.

u, u.
fo 10

To use these transfer functions in conjunction with

the heat-conduction model, the heat fluxes Aq, and Aq., must be

obtained from the average heat-flux perturbation Aq . This is

complicated by the assumption that the heat flux changes from

q to q, at z , so z appears in the relation between q and

the individual heat fluxes. The fundamental equation is

Lqa = z q, + (L-z )q. (42)

Introducing perturbations, using equation (24) and ass-iming

small Aqj, equation (42) may be solved for Aq, in terms of

Aq and Az ,
a c

Aq
-- . . (43;

This introduces positive feedback to the transfer function,

equation (40), although the effect on the dynamics of the

example is not particularly significant.

As an example of the application of these transfer

functions, we consider the Gentilly-1 reboilers,in which steam

is condensed at 4.964 MPa. We assume C =1 (homogeneous flow)

and select q : 0 and q ? 0 to give the value of z found by

Lapierre [12]. Under these conditions,

r = 1.0334

E = 3.43:

- = 1.80 s

T ] D = 6.17 s

I— = 0.725
Jao

and equations (40), (41) and (43) become
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1 - 0 3 3 - 0 . 0 3 3 e ' 6 - 1 7 s • , L , , , , ,
=

z 1 . 8 s + 1
CO

U
= 29.94

fo

Au. Aq Az
1 .033 — (45)

u q zu.
1
. q z

1 O ^ 1 (> C O

Aq Aq Az
= — - - 0.275 ~ - (46)

Io "ao co

The frequency responses of these transfer functions are plotted

in Fig. 4 to 6. The response of Az to Au., shown in Fig. 4,
C 1

is that of a simple lag with a ripple resulting from the

delayed term. The influence of the delay is small, suggesting

that equation (44) could be replaced by a simple lag. The

response to Aq is the same but of opposite sign. The transfer
a.

function from Aui to Auf, Fig. 5, reveals a pronounced lead-lag

effect, with an initial response to a step input 30 times the

final value. This indicates that fluctuations in inlet flow

caused by the control system will produce amplified fluctuations

in outlet flow. The response of Au, to Aq , Fig. 6, shows a

differentiating characteristic at low frequency, with zero

steady-state gain. Again, this means that transient heat-flux

disturbances will influence the exit flow. In the complete

reboiler system, condensate flows from the tubes into a surge

tank which must be sized to attenuate these disturbances.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Two models have been presented for the dynamics of

flow and condensation inside a reboiler tube. Both are subject

to the assumptions that the properties of the two-phase mixture

are spatially invariant, and that the shape of the heat-flux

profile is time-invariant. Neither model provides for reverse

flow or for flashing of condensate. The general model, consisting

•::':';ici :;:•;• •.'*'. uv.iL : ' -1 • with the corre.l-3.ticr. for the distribution
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parameter, C , requires no further assumptions, and it represents

a reference model for condensation in a tube.

The simplified transfer-function model is restricted

to small perturbations, uniform heat flux and constant C . It

is made up of equations (40), (41) and (43). The typical values

and frequency-response plots presented offer some assistance in

understanding the underlying dynamics of the process. For a

given case, the dynamic response of this model should be compared

with that of the general model. If the transfer functions

provide acceptable accuracy, it may be more convenient to use

them for simulation.
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STEAM QUALITY IN GENTILLY-1 REBOILER TUBES,

COPIED FROM [12'
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